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Tuesday, February 10, 2014 373aantibody. We pursued crystallization of these heterodimers, and currently use
small angle x-ray scattering and electron microscopy to determine the structure
of these heterodimers in the presence and absence of ligand to reveal what
structural facets underlie their activation.
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The pathway of cellular entry of colicins and viral DNA is a fundamental
structure problem that is relevant to an understanding the molecular basis of
infectious diseases. The cytotoxin colicin E1 uses the outer membrane/trans-
periplasmic drug export protein, TolC, for its import. TolC consists of a 12
strand OM b-barrel connected to a 12 strand a-helical tunnel that defines a
pathway through the peptidoglycan barrier in the periplasm to the cytoplasmic
membrane in which the C-terminal domain of colicin E1 inserts and forms a
depolarizing ion channel. The nature of the interaction of the colicin with
TolC and the mechanism of its translocation are unknown. Previous studies
with planar bilayers showed that colicin E1 occludes TolC channels [1], as
do certain colicin T-domain peptides [2].
Here, in vivo protection of sensitive E. coli from colicin E1 by a series of
N-terminal colicin peptides is used to probe the interaction of the colicin
with TolC, with the goal of defining the sites of TolC-colicin interaction and
the mechanism of colicin entry. N-terminal segments ‘1-40’,’1-81’, and
‘1-100’ of the colicin did not provide cytotoxic protection, nor occlude TolC
channels. Segments ‘1-120’, ‘1-140’, 1-190’, as well as ‘41-190’ and
‘57-190’ protected efficiently in vivo and occluded TolC with high efficiency.
Occlusion required a trans-negative electrical potential and was irreversible.
Co-elution of the colicin peptides with TolC on a Superdex 200 column was
shown for ‘41-190’, but not for ‘1-81.’ In addition to the correlation with pro-
tection in vivo from killing by colicin E1, occlusion efficiency also correlated
with a basic pI between colicin residues 82 and 140. [1] Biophys. J., 87:3901-
3911, 2004; [2] Biochem. Soc. Trans., 40:1463-1468, 2012. Support: NIH
AI091633 (KSJ); NIH GM38323 and the Henry Koffler Professorship (WAC).
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Apelin is a peptide hormone that activates the class A G-protein coupled apelin
receptor. Apelin is found in several bioactive isoforms in the body, ranging
from 12 to 55 amino acids in length. Apelin-17 has previously been shown
to bind to micelles of anionic detergents, which implies that apelin may interact
with cell membranes prior to receptor activation. It has been theorized that this
interaction with the membrane may induce conformational changes necessary
for peptide recognition by the receptor, while increasing local concentration of
the ligand in what is known as the membrane catalysis hypothesis. Here, we
describe a method for conjugating various isoforms of apelin to fluorophores,
while still maintaining bioactivity, as demonstrated by a phosphorylated extra-
cellular signal-regulated kinase (pERK) assay in apelin receptor-transfected
human embryonic kidney cells. These labeled peptides were then used for
both fluorescence and diffusion-ordered nuclear magnetic resonance spectros-
copy experiments in the presence of varying concentrations of micelle and
bicelle species to test for membrane interaction as required by the membrane
catalysis model. Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer experiments were performed
with fluorescently labeled apelin isoforms to native tryptophan in fragments
of the apelin receptor and to eGFP-tagged full-length apelin receptor
to both localize the ligand-receptor binding interface and to quantify the
peptide-receptor interaction.
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A droplet interface bilayer (DIB) forms when two water droplets in oil are
brought into contact in the presence of lipid molecules. DIBs have shown to
be promising in providing a lipid bilayer platform for studying ion channels
and biological nanopores. In this work, using extensive all-atom molecular dy-namics simulations (up to 1,000,000 atoms), we study the response of a large
conductance mechanosensetive protein channel (MscL), embedded in a DIB,
to electrochemical stimulations. MscL channel activation has been known to
be tension-dependent meaning that they conduct ions when excited mechani-
cally. Here, we find that a MscL channel at its intermediate expanded state
can undergo a conformational change to further expand and reach its fully
open state when an ion concentration gradient is applied across the DIB. This
gradient is applied such that the salt solution in one droplet is dilute and the other
is concentrated. Ionsmove by diffusion from the high concentrated droplet to the
low concentrated droplet resulting in a flow of water and ions through the chan-
nel and subsequently expandingMscL. The ion concentration gradient across the
DIB introduces a gain of function in MscL opening mechanism and can lead to
implementing novel nano-scale biologically-inspired materials and devices.
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CNG channels in rod, cone and olfactory sensory neurons are tetrameric pro-
teins composed of A-type and B-type subunits. The subunit compositions of
rod and cone photoreceptors are 3:1 CNGA1:CNGB1 and CNGA3:CNGB3,
respectively. A parallel 3-helix coiled-coil domain in the carboxy-terminal
leucine zipper (CLZ) region of CNGA1 constrains the channel to incorporate
a single CNGB1 subunit. High-resolution crystal structures of soluble trimeric
CLZ domains from CNGA1 and CNGA3 were similar and support the idea that
the trimeric CLZ domain governs rod and cone subunit stoichiometry (Shuart et
al. 2011 doi:10.1038/ncomms1466). By contrast, olfactory neurons have a sub-
unit composition of 2:1:1 of CNGA2:CNGA4:CNGB1b. We used the X-ray
structures of the CNGA1 and CNGA3 CLZ domains to construct a homo-
trimeric CNGA2 and a hetero-trimeric CNGA2:CNGA4 (2:1) model using
probablistic protein design. Once the homology models were constructed, the
energies of the structures were minimized to equilibrate the systems. The po-
tential energies of the systems after equilibration serve as a baseline reference
point to quantify the overall stability of each structure. The potential energies
from CNGA1, CNGA2, CNGA3 and CNGA2/CNGA4 were compared, and the
heterotrimer was shown to have a more favorable structure than the homo-
trimers. We then performed energetic calculations using robust classical
methods. The results reinforced the hypothesis that the heterotrimeric
CNGA2/CNGA4 CLZ structure is the thermodynamically favored configura-
tion. This approach was used to examine achromatopsia-associated mutations
in the CLZ region of the cone CNGA3 channel subunit. The results and impli-
cations from the modeling will be presented in the context of achromatopsia
pathophysiology.
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Channels belonging to Major Intrinsic Protein (MIP) superfamily are known to
selectively transport water, glycerol and other neutral solutes and inhibit proton
and ion transport. Among the 13 known humanMIP homologs, AQP6 is the only
channel implicated in anion transport. The selectivity filter of AQP6 is identical
to AQP1 which is a water selective channel; however, AQP6 shows very little
water transport. Additionally, Hg2þ was found to increase water and ion trans-
port through AQP6 channels, which seems counterintuitive as Hg2þ ions in-
hibits water transport in case of AQP1 by modifying the SF cysteine residue.
Previous studies [1] showed that a single mutation, N60G, entirely changes
the transport properties of AQP6. N60G mutant was shown to transport water
and inhibit anion transport. The current study investigates the effects of N60G
mutation on AQP6 water and ion transport using all atom molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations and steered molecular dynamics (SMD) approaches.
To find out the effect of N60Gmutation, we have carried out MD simulations of
modelled wild-type and N60G mutant of hAQP6 tetramer in explicit lipid
bilayer for 100ns each. MD simulations of the WT and mutant AQP6 channels
provide insights into the structural changes that lead to higher water transport in
mutant-AQP6. During the simulations no anion was able to traverse the channel
completely; however few anions entered the central channel or the monomeric
channels indicating the possible paths anions can take. Additionally, compari-
son of Potential of Mean Force (PMF) profiles of wild-type and mutant-AQP6
